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ABSTRACT
PHYSICAL CONTROLS ON WATER FLOW AND SOLUTE
TRANSPORT IN COASTAL AQUIFERS

by
Xiaolong Geng
Groundwater flow and associated subsurface solute fates have a significant impact on the
structure and productivity of near-shore coastal ecosystems. For proper assessment and
management of these coastal groundwater resources, it is quite essential to investigate the
key factors (tides, waves, evaporation, and freshwater recharge etc.) affecting coastal
groundwater systems. The main objective of this study is to examine and quantify two
important physical control factors, oceanic waves and evaporation, on the groundwater
flow and solute transport in near-shore aquifers. For the investigation of wave effects, a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling tool, Fluent, is used to simulate waveinduced sea level oscillations. A flow-averaged approach is developed to generalize wave
motions acting onto the beach for the sake of the feasibility of numerical computation. A
two-dimensional numerical model MARUN is used to simulate variably saturated,
variable density groundwater flow and subsurface solute transport in coastal aquifers. To
investigate evaporation effects, a classic bulk aerodynamic formulation is adopted as a
module to the model MARUN for simulating groundwater flow and subsurface solute
transport in bare saline soils subjected to transient evaporation. The simulation results
reveal that these two factors significantly impact beach hydrodynamics. Wave forcing
induces pore water circulations in the swash zone of the near-shore aquifers; wave
forcing also modifies the pathways of solute transport in the beach prior to discharge into
the ocean, and subsequently impacts plume’s residence time, migration speed, discharge

location, and discharge rate. The evaporation decreases the moisture at shallow layer of
the beach and subsequently impacts the subsurface salinity distribution.
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GLOSSARY

Flow-averaged approach: Net flow rate along the swash zone is estimated over one
wave period, which is then set as the inflow boundary condition on the swash zone to
drive the groundwater flow model.
Phase-averaged approach: Sea level oscillations are averaged over one wave period to
generate phase-averaged sea levels, which are then set as the boundary condition on the
aquifer-ocean interface to drive the groundwater flow model.
Phase-resolving approach: Sea level oscillations are directly set as the boundary
condition on the aquifer-ocean interface to drive the groundwater flow model.
Specific humidity: A ratio of the water vapor content of the mixture to the total air
content on a mass basis.
Surf zone: The region extending from the seaward boundary of wave breaking to the
limit of wave uprush.
Swash zone: The part of the beach extending from a near-shore shallow depth to the
limit of maximum inundation.
Vadose zone: The part of Earth between the land surface and the top of the phreatic zone
i.e. the position at which the groundwater s at atmospheric pressure.
Wave breaking: A wave whose amplitude reaches a critical level at which some process
can suddenly start to occur that causes large amount of wave energy to be transformed
into turbulent kinetic energy.
Wave run-up: Maximum elevation of the waterline above the undisturbed water level.
Wave run-down: Minimum elevation of the waterline above the undisturbed water level.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Impacts of Waves and Evaporation on Coastal Groundwater Systems

Groundwater is an important resource impacting the structure and productivity of
near-shore coastal ecosystems (Hancock et al., 2005; Michael et al., 2005). Managing it
requires quantification of major factors affecting its spatial and temporal variation.
Numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate the safe yield of groundwater wells
subject to the stressors of population growth and sea level rise. These stressors tend to
increase seawater intrusion into the groundwater. Soil water salinization has been
recognized as a severe problem degrading the environment of coastal regions. While the
majority of studies have focused on saltwater intrusion, the roles of waves and evaporation
have not been considered in groundwater management of coastal aquifers. However,
waves play an important role in the exchange of fluxes between the open water and the
groundwater (Longuet-Higgins, 1983; Xin et al., 2010). Evaporation extracts water from
the soil surface leaving the salt behind, which increases the pore water salinity, especially
in regions with shallow groundwater tables (Nassar and Horton, 1989; Zarei et al., 2009;
Liu et al., 2013). Subsequent oceanic forcing, such as tides and waves, may wash this zone
and further alter subsurface solute distribution in the coastal aquifers. Therefore,
quantification of evaporation affecting subsurface flow pattern and solute fate is critical for
proper assessment and management of coastal groundwater resources.
There are numerous processes generating waves; this paper focuses on those
generated by wind. Their periods are usually less than 10 seconds. Waves usually have
extremely high frequency with small amplitudes. As the waves approach the coast, it enters
1

into shallow waters, which is known as shoaling. The subsequent wave breaking, and
run-up and run-down, result in wave-energy dissipation onto the swash zone of the beach.
The movement of waves affects the pattern of groundwater flow and associated solute
transport in coastal aquifers (Longuet-Higgins, 1983; Baldock and Hughes, 2006; Sous et
al., 2013). Therefore, understanding wave effects on groundwater flow and subsurface
solute transport is very important for solving coastal environmental issues such as
submarine groundwater discharge (Xin et al., 2010), transport of contaminants to the ocean
(Kersten et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2006), bioremediation of oil spills (Santas and
Santas, 2000), and tsunami prevention (Goseberg et al., 2013).
Evaporation processes have been noted to occur in three stages (Menziani et al.,
1999; Zarei et al., 2009). The first stage, named constant-rate or potential evaporation, is
characterized by a constant evaporation rate controlled by external meteorological
conditions such as radiation, wind speed, air temperature and humidity. The second stage is
characterized by a falling evaporation rate below the potential rate. In this stage, the
evaporation rate is limited by soil conditions (soil water content, matric potential gradient,
hydraulic diffusivity), which determines the rate at which the soil can release moisture
towards the surface. The third stage is established after the surface zone becomes dry such
that further conduction of liquid water through it effectively stops.

1.2

Modeling Groundwater Flow and Solute Transport in
Coastal Aquifers Subjected to Waves and Evaporation

The numerical modeling of waves combined with tidal forcing is computationally cost
prohibitive, because the hydrodynamic model would require very small time steps and very
fine meshes to resolve each phase. The groundwater flow model using waves as boundary

2

conditions would also require small time steps, but they could be larger than those used in
the hydrodynamic model as the groundwater flow equations are dissipatives while
nonlinear nature of the hydrodynamic flow equation could magnify errors. Xin et al.
(2010) developed a phase-averaged approach to simulate groundwater flow and solute fate
in coastal beaches subjected to wave forcing or combined wave and tide forcing. They
averaged sea-level oscillations in one wave period and used them as boundary conditions
in the variably saturated groundwater flow model SUTRA to simulate wave forcing
affecting a subterranean estuary. Their results demonstrated that high-frequency waves
induced pore water circulations in the near-shore zone of the coastal aquifers, while the
combined wave and tide forcing intensified this flow circulation and shifted the freshwater
discharge zone seaward. Further investigation was suggested in their study on the fate of
land-sourced chemicals in the subterranean estuary subjected to different oceanic forcing.
Bakhtyar et al. (2012c) conducted a comprehensive numerical study to investigate the
transport of a solute plume in an unconfined coastal aquifer subjected to high and low
frequency oceanic forcing. In their study, fluid motion in the ocean was simulated using the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations; groundwater flow and solute
transport were simulated using the model SEAWAT. Their results further demonstrated
that oceanic fluctuations increased the residence time and dispersion of the plume; as the
effects of tides and waves induced the formation of an upper saline plume beneath the
beach face and were additive, both wave and tidal effects should be accounted for.
Most previous studies on wave effect modeling were based on saturated
groundwater flow models (Li and Barry, 2000; Li et al., 2002; Bakhtyar et al., 2009;
Bakhtyar et al., 2012a). But using saturated-flow models, the water table becomes an

3

impermeable boundary for water flow and solute transport, which is not realistic; while, in
variably saturated models, the water table is simply the location where the water pressure is
zero, a mathematical definition, and water and solute can traverse downward and upward
(Boufadel et al., 1999a; Boufadel, 2000; Boufadel et al., 2011). Many studies have found
that waves cause an extensive infiltration/exfiltration along the swash zone of the beach
and capillary effects need to be accounted for in predicting wave-induced groundwater
fluctuations in coastal beaches (Li et al., 1997; Horn, 2006). Therefore, there is a
motivation to use a variably saturated flow model to simulate the responses of groundwater
flow and associated solute transport to wave-included oceanic forcing.
Evaporation over bare ground soil involves very complex water vapor exchange
between the soil surface and the atmosphere. Numerous schemes have been proposed to
parameterize the evaporation process at the soil-atmospheric interface. They can be
classified into two categories. In the first category, the estimation of evaporation rate is
based on the maximum flux that the soil could supply or the potential rate the atmosphere
would demand (Mahrt and Ek, 1984; Wetzel and Chang, 1987; Chattopadhyay and Hulme,
1997; Zarei et al., 2009), and the interaction between soil moisture and atmospheric
conditions is ignored. The second category is the so-called “bulk aerodynamic method”
(Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991; Vandegriend and Owe, 1994; Mahrt, 1996), which provides
an explicit relation between the evaporation flux at the soil surface and the near-surface
water content. Within this category, specification of surface specific humidity is required
to estimate evaporation rate from the soil surface. Evidently, coupling these formulations
to groundwater flow and solute transport models enables more accurate evaluation of
evaporation affecting groundwater flow patterns and solute transport process in soil.
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Yakirevich et al. (1997) presented a one-dimensional model of water flow, heat,
and salt transfer to investigate transient evaporation from bare saline soils. Their results
demonstrated that the salt concentration gradient reduces evaporation from soil. Il'Ichev et
al. (2008) developed a model to reveal instability of the salinity profile (salt fingering)
during evaporation of saline groundwater. In their model, a concept of sharp
evaporation-precipitation front was introduced to separate regions of soil saturated with an
air-vapor mixture and with saline water. Appling their findings to realistic parameter
regimes, they predicted that salt fingering is unlikely to occur in low-permeability soils, but
is likely in high-permeability (sandy) soils under conditions of relatively low evaporative
upflow.
The numerical models used in previous studies do not account for solute density
effect on groundwater flow during evaporation. Moreover, most of these models are
one-dimensional, which might not represent accurately groundwater dynamics and flow
patterns during evaporation; previous studies have noted the formation of high salinity
finger plume at the edge of dry lakes (Elder, 1967; Wooding et al., 1997; Boufadel et al.,
1999b). Therefore, there is a motivation to adopt a two-dimensional density-dependent
groundwater model to investigate the influences of evaporation on subsurface flow pattern
and associated solute fates. A three-dimensional model could be considered in future work.
But this work uses only a two-dimensional approach.

1.3

Objective

The objective of our work is to investigate wind waves and evaporation as two physical
factors affecting the hydrodynamics of coastal aquifers. The investigation is carried out
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through two parts. The first one investigates the effects of waves on groundwater flow and
solute fate in coastal aquifers. A previous experimental study conducted by Boufadel et al.
(2007) on a laboratory beach was used to provide information on movement of dissolved
nutrients in subsurface flow due to the effects of waves. Numerical simulations were
conducted against experiment data to quantify wave effects on groundwater flow and
subsurface solute transport. The second part investigates evaporation effects on coastal
groundwater systems. A field study complemented with numerical simulations was
performed to quantify this effect. The main contributions of this investigation are as
follows:
1. It reveals how wave forcing impacts solute fate in a laboratory beach prior to
discharge into the sea, such as solute pathways, residence time, spreading,
discharge rate, and discharge zone of the beach.
2. To address the exorbitant cost of conducting the simulation of waves, a new
approach is developed to capture the essence of wave motion on beaches. The
approach allows one to use much larger time steps in the groundwater flow models
(around 100 times larger than that used in the hydrodynamic model).
3. Compare different effects of oceanic forcing, such as waves, tides, and combined
waves and tides, on the injected solute fate in coastal aquifers.
4. Reveal how evaporation impacts groundwater flow and subsurface solute
distribution.
5. Evaluate how soil characteristics, such as permeability and capillarity, affect
subsurface solute distribution during evaporation.
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CHAPTER 2
NUMERICAL STUDY OF WAVE EFFECTS ON GROUNDWATER
FLOW AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN A LABORATORY BEACH

2.1

Abstract

A numerical study was undertaken to investigate the effects of waves on groundwater flow
and associated subsurface solute transport based on tracer experiments in a laboratory
beach. A 2-D unsaturated groundwater flow model MARUN was used to simulate the
density-dependent groundwater flow and subsurface solute transport in the beach subjected
to waves. Wave motion was simulated by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
software, Fluent in two-dimensions, to provide seaward boundary conditions for the
MARUN model. A case without wave forcing was also simulated for comparison.
Simulation results generally matched the experimental data. The results revealed that
waves induced seawater-groundwater circulations in the swash zone of the beach, which
formed an upper mixing plume beneath the beach surface. In contrast to the no-wave case,
wave forcing significantly affected the solute transport’s pathways, residence time, and
movement speed in the beach. Wave forcing also shifted the solute discharge zone further
seaward. Spatial distribution of the inflow and outflow rates across the beach face
indicated that the wave forcing formed a large seawater-groundwater interaction zone
along the swash and surf zones of the beach. The results also suggested that the
wave–induced seawater infiltration in the swash zone of the beach drove more solute
downwards to the saturated zone of the beach, and subsequently decreased the proportion
of the solute mass in vadose zone. This effect has implications on biochemical activities in
the beach.
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2.2

Introduction

In the last two decades, studies have revealed the groundwater system near the coastline is
an important transport pathway for pollutants to enter the marine environment (Moore,
1996; Santas and Santas, 2000; Boufadel et al., 2007; Xin et al., 2010; Bakhtyar et al.,
2012a). The near-shore groundwater system can be affected by many factors, such as tides
(Guo et al., 2010; Bobo et al., 2012), waves (Nielsen, 1999; Boufadel et al., 2007), and
water withdrawal through pumping and sea level rise (Calow et al., 1997; Alley et al.,
2002). Gravity waves, can affect beach groundwater circulation patterns, and subsequently
influence solute transport in near-shore aquifers (Bradshaw, 1974; Horn et al., 1998;
Boufadel et al., 2007).
Experimental studies (Longuet-Higgins, 1983; Baldock and Hughes, 2006;
Boufadel et al., 2007; Sous et al., 2013) and numerical studies (Turner and Masselink,
1998; Li and Barry, 2000; Li et al., 2002; Bakhtyar et al., 2012b) have demonstrated the
effects of waves on hydrodynamics in near-shore aquifers. Experimental studies are
usually carried out to reveal wave-related hydrodynamic phenomena in coastal aquifer
systems. Longuet-Higgins (1983) provided an experimental illustration of wave effects on
groundwater flow in the surf zone based on experiments conducted on a laboratory beach.
He reported that waves approaching a sloping beach induced a tilt (wave set-up) in the
mean water level within the surf zone. This wave set-up helped to drive an offshore bottom
groundwater circulation in the beach. The earliest experimental study to quantify
groundwater flow and solute transport in response to waves and tides was conducted by
Boufadel et al. (2007). They performed tracer studies on a laboratory beach to study
subsurface pollutant mixing and transport processes under the influences of waves. They
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also observed that waves created a steep hydraulic gradient in the swash zone and a mild
one landward of it; waves also created additional pathways for the tracer plume discharge
across the beach surface and subsequently increased its residence time in the beach. In their
study, the additional pathways were noted at a relatively deep conductivity meter (CM),
where the tracer concentration reached high values for the wave case, while it remained at
the background concentration in the absence of waves. Sous et al. (2013) studied
groundwater circulation and percolation (through-bed) flows in a sandy laboratory beach
in response to wave forcing. Their experimental results showed that in the swash zone, the
main tendency is downward infiltration flow; flow exfiltration was not observed during the
uprush-backwash cycle. Seaward of the swash zone on the beach surface, cycles of
infiltration-exfiltration were observed in response to free surface waves.
Numerical models were also developed to better understand the effects of wave
forcing on groundwater flow and associated subsurface solute transport in coastal beaches.
Li et al. (1997) developed a modified kinematic boundary condition approach to represent
high-frequency water table fluctuations due to wave run-up. Their simulation results
showed similar features of water table fluctuations observed in the field. However,
associated solute transport was not considered in their study. Xin et al. (2010) presented a
numerical model to examine and quantify the individual and combined effects of waves
and tides on groundwater flow and salt transport in near-shore aquifer systems. They
simulated density-dependent flow in the beach groundwater system by coupling a
near-shore wave model BeachWin and a variable density flow model SUTRA. The
modeling results demonstrated a wave-generated onshore tilt in phase-averaged sea level;
the resulting hydraulic gradient induced groundwater flow circulations in the near-shore
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zone of the coastal aquifers and subsequently formed an upper saline plume similar to that
formed due to tides. Bakhtyar et al. (2012b) also investigated transport of variable-density
solute plumes in beach aquifers subject to tidal and wave forcing. In their paper, fluid
motion in the ocean was simulated using the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations; variable-density groundwater flow and solute transport in a near-shore beach
subject to oceanic forcing were simulated using SEAWAT. Their simulation results
confirmed that forcing due to tide and waves induced an upper saline plume in the beach.
The results further demonstrated the effect of wave and/or tidal forcing on the solute
plume’s pathways, residence time and discharge rate across the beach face.
Most previous modeling studies are based on numerical experiments using
saturated groundwater flow models (Li and Barry, 2000; Li et al., 2002; Bakhtyar et al.,
2009; Bakhtyar et al., 2012a; Bakhtyar et al., 2012b). Studies have found that in saturated
flow models, the water table becomes an impermeable boundary for water flow and solute
transport, which is not realistic; in variably saturated models, the water table is merely the
locus of points where the water pressure is zero, and thus water and solute can traverse it
both downward and upward (Boufadel et al., 1999a; Boufadel, 2000; Boufadel et al.,
2011). Therefore, there is a motivation to use a variably saturated flow model to simulate
the responses of groundwater flow and transport characteristics to waves based on
laboratory experiments.
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2.3

2.3.1

Experiments and Methodologies

Experiments

A previous experimental study conducted by Boufadel et al. (2007) on a laboratory beach
was used to provide information on movement of dissolved nutrients in subsurface flow
due to wave effects. The experiments were performed in a carbon steel tank (8 m long × 2
m high × 0.6 m wide). To enable visual observations of the experimental results, one of the
long walls of the tank was made of transparent plexiglass sheets. Sand was placed in the
tank with a total horizontal length of 6.3 m at the base. A beach was built with a slope of
10% between 0 m and 5 m distance, and a 30% slope between 5 m and 6.3 m distance
(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Experimental beach setup showing conductivity meters (CMs), pressure
transducers (PTs), water gauge (WG), and wave maker.
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Beach material consisted of coarse sand with a median size of 1 mm and a particle
size distribution varying from 0.8 mm to 1.2 mm. The porosity of the sand was 0.33. The
saturated hydraulic conductivity was 2×10-3 m/s, and the values of van Genuchten (1980)
unsaturated parameters were α = 15.5 m-1 and n = 3.5. These parameters were estimated by
Boufadel et al. (1998a) using a Bayesian approach. The open water level in the tank was
measured using a wave gauge (WG, Model NO. LV5900, Omega Engineering) as shown
in Figure 2.1. Four pressure transducers (PT, Model NO. 1151AP, Fisher) were deployed
at 3 cm above the bottom of the tank to measure water pressure in the beach. Ten
conductivity meter sensors (CM, CDCN 108, Omega Engineering) were placed at different
locations of the beach to measure salt concentrations. Locations of WG, PTs and CMs are
given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Location of Pressure Transducers, Water Gauge, and Conductivity Meters
Sensor
x (m)
z (m)
y (m)
a
PT1
-0.15
0.03
0.6
PT2
0.78
0.03
0.6
PT3
1.47
0.03
0.6
PT4
2.355
0.03
0.6
WG
5.2
NA
0.3
CM4
1.47
0.67
0.15
CM6
1.9
0.53
0.3
CM7
2.2
0.57
0.5
CM10
1.81
0.85
0.1
CM11
3.1
0.8
0.2
Note: x = horizontal distance from the screen (positive seaward); z = elevation from the bottom of the tank; y
= horizontal depth from the plexiglass wall (positive inward perpendicular to the plan of Fig.1). “NA”
denotes that data are not applicable.
a
The sensor is landward of the screen.
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Two experiments with and without wave effects were performed in Boufadel et al.
(2007). The tank was filled with tap water which had a background ion concentration of
0.15 g/L. The water level at landward of the beach (PT1 in Figure 2.1) was fixed at 1.0 m
and the seaward water level (WG in Figure 2.1) was fixed at 0.9 m. The levels were relative
to the bottom of the tank. After the beach approached a steady state hydraulic regime, 100
L of NaCl solution with concentration of 2.76 g/L was applied onto the beach surface for
both experiments with and without wave effects, at location of approximately between x =
1.25 m and x = 1.50 m. The duration of the tracer application was about 50 min. Wave
generation was started immediately after the tracer application by the rotation of an
eccentric flywheel. Height and period of the waves were 4.8 cm and 1.11 s, respectively.

2.3.2 Methodologies of the Numerical Model
2.3.2.1 MARUN Model.

Numerical simulations were conducted using the MARUN

(MARine UNsaturated) model, which can simulate density-dependent flow and solute
transport in variably saturated porous media (Boufadel et al., 1999a; Boufadel, 2000). The
equation for the conservation of water can be written as:
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t
t
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  K z
z
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  (  K z )
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(2.1)

where  is the density ratio [-] defined as  /  0 and  is the dynamic viscosity ratio
[-] defined as 0 /  ;  and  0 are salt-dependent water density [ML-3] and freshwater
density [ML-3], respectively;  0 and  are freshwater dynamic viscosity [ML-1T-1] and
salt-dependent water dynamic viscosity [ML-1T-1];  is the porosity of the porous medium
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[-], S is the soil moisture ratio [-], S0 is the specific storage [L-1],  is the pressure head [L],
and Kx and Kz are the horizontal and vertical freshwater hydraulic conductivities [LT-1].
Soil moisture ratio S and freshwater hydraulic conductivities K are correlated by
the van Genuchten (1980) model, which have the expressions as
For   0 , S =1.0, K x  K xo , K z  K zo ,

(2.2)

where K xo and K zo are the saturated horizontal and vertical freshwater hydraulic
conductivities, respectively.
For   0 , the effective saturation ratio S e is given by:
Se 

S  Sr
1
[
]m ,
n
1  Sr
1  ( |  |)

(2.3)

S  Sr
1
[
]m ,
n
1  Sr
1  ( |  |)

(2.3)

and K x and K z are given by
Se 

K j  K jo S e

(1 / 2 )

[1  (1  S e

1/ m m 2

) ] ,

(2.4)

where j  ( x, z ) , m  1  (1/ n) , S r is the residual saturation ratio, and |  | is the absolute
value of  .
Following Boufadel et al. (1999a) and Boufadel (2000), the solute transport
equation (convection-dispersion equation) can be written as:

S

c
    ( SD  c)  q  c ,
t
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(2.5)

where c is the solute salt concentration [M L3]. Darcy flux vector q is given by:
  

q  ( q x , q z )   K i 
,
   , i  ( x, z ) .
 x z


(2.6)

The term D represents the physical dispersion tensor written as:

D

2
2
1   L qx   T qz ( L   T )qx q z 

,
|| q ||  ( L   T )qx q z  T q x2   L qz2 

(2.7)

where || q || qx2  qz2 ,  L and T are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities [L],
respectively.
2.3.2.2 Boundary and Initial Condition.

In the landward boundary, as the water table

was fixed and no solute leaves or enters the domain by diffusion at the boundary, a
Dirichlet boundary condition and zero dispersion flux Neumann boundary were applied for
water flow and solute transport, respectively. In the seaward boundary, the no-flow and
zero dispersion flux boundary condition (  / n  0 and c / n  0 ) were used on the
beach surface above the water level. Below the water level, boundary conditions of the
simulation of solute transport followed the rule of “outflow boundary condition”. In other
words, if water enters the domain, a Dirichlet boundary was used which means that the
concentration in the boundary is equal to that of the open water; if the solute leaves the
domain, a Neumann boundary was assigned with zero dispersion flux. The Dirichlet
boundary condition can be expressed as:

 (x, z)  HTotal  z(1   csea ) ,
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(2.8)

where HTotal is the total head. For no-wave case, HTotal was equal to the still water level.
For wave case, HTotal is generated at each time step by using VOF multiphase model (wave
motion simulator). The hydrodynamic model was based on solving the RANS equations,
on the platform of Fluent software, to predict fluid motion in open water (Hirt and Nichols,
1981). The model adopted the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method to track the movement of
the water surface, and the turbulence closure module k-ε, where k is the kinetic energy due
to turbulence and ε is the rate of dissipation of k (   k

t

).

In the tracer application segment (~25 cm), a flux (Neumann) boundary condition
was used whose value was obtained as follows. The applied flow rate covered the width
(60 cm) of the tank and 25 cm in the seaward direction. Because the model is
two-dimensional (a vertical slice), the flux per unit width of tank (~5.0×10-5 m2/s) was
adopted, while the injection concentration of 2.76 g/L was assigned to the boundary as a
Dirichlet boundary condition. Before and after the tracer application period, the no-flow
and zero dispersion flux Neumann boundary condition were applied.
2.3.2.3 Numerical Implementation. A mesh of 106 nodes in the horizontal and 58 nodes
in the vertical directions was employed in the domain, which gave a total of 6148 nodes,
and 11970 triangular elements. Mesh resolutions were 0.06 m horizontally and 0.02 m
vertically. The model was first run for 10-hour simulations without tracer application until
the hydraulic regime reached a steady state; then, the simulation results were used as initial
condition for the simulation of tracer application of which the simulation continued to
another 5 hours. A very small time step (0.01 s) was chosen for the simulation of the wave
case. Calibrated model parameters based on simulation results are summarized in Table
2.2.
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Table 2.2 Model Parameter Values Used in the Numerical Simulations
Symbol Definition
Units Value
α
Sand capillary fringe parameter of the van
1m-1 15.5
Genuchten [1980] model
n
Sand grain size distribution parameter of the
3.5
van Genuchten [1980] model
K0
Saturated freshwater hydraulic conductivity
ms-1 2.0×10-3 (Upper
layer)
1.0×10-3 (Lower
layer)
αL
Longitudinal dispersivity
m
0.02
αT
Transverse dispersivity
m
0.002
-1
ε
Fitting parameter of density concentration
lg
7.44×10-4
relationship
S0
Specific storage
1 m-1 10-5
Sr
Residual soil saturation
0.01
Φ
Porosity
0.33
CONVP The convergence criterion of pressure head in m
10-5
the Picard iterative scheme of MARUN code
τDm
Product of tortuosity and diffusion coefficient m2s-1 10-9

2.4 Result and Discussion

2.4.1 Water Table
Modeling results for both wave and no-wave cases show a good agreement (errors are less
than 1 cm) with observations revealing approximately the same water table at each PT.
Therefore, only results of the wave case are presented in Figure 2.2. The water table at PT2,
PT3, and PT4 abruptly increased at the beginning of the simulation and maintained a
higher value during the first 50 minutes. The increase in elevation is due to the application
of the tracer solution onto the beach. The temporal measurements at PTs in the beach
demonstrated the following facts: (1) based on the general hydraulic gradient the hydraulic
gradient was seaward. The application of tracer solution onto the beach did not greatly alter
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the general hydraulic gradient, which implies that the injected plume in the beach will flow
seaward; (2) the variation of water table at PTs is almost the same for both wave and
no-wave cases, which indicates that the effect of wave forcing is negligible on the
hydraulic regime at the lower part of the beach.

Figure 2.2 Observed (symbols) and simulated (curves) water levels at four PTs. Note that
the sudden increase in beach water table is due to the application of tracer injection.

2.4.2 Salinity
Figures 2.3a-2.3e present the temporal variation of the salt concentrations at CMs.
Discrepancies are observed between predicted and observed data, especially at CM4 and
CM10. Reasons for these differences may be due to the following: (1) The CMs were
encased in screened plexiglass boxes to avoid direct contacts with sand. The boxes were 10
cm × 10cm × 10 cm in dimension. Therefore, the observations depict an average value of
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the sampling volume, while the simulation results represent the concentration at a single
point location of CM; (2) local heterogeneity may exist in the tank, which could create
different three-dimensional pathways for solute transport that are not accounted for in the
two-dimensional model MARUN. Furthermore, for the wave case, the morphologic
change of the beach profile due to wave forcing is not considered in the simulation, which
may cause the differences between modeling results and observations.

Figure 2.3 (a-e) Observed (symbols) and simulated (lines) concentrations at CMs for the
wave and no-wave cases.
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Figure 2.3 (a-e) Observed (symbols) and simulated (lines) concentrations at CMs for the
wave and no-wave cases (continued).
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Figure 2.3 (a-e) Observed (symbols) and simulated (lines) concentrations at CMs for the
wave and no-wave cases (continued).

Comparison of the salinity measurements at CMs for the two cases shows that the
behavior of the solute migration in the beach was different under different conditions
(with/without wave forcing). For the no-wave case, the concentrations started to increase at
time t = 0.2 h at CM10, 0.3 h at CM4, 0.8 h at CM6, and 1.1 h at CM7, respectively. The
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concentrations reached peaks of 2.2 g/L at CM4, 1.8 g/L at CM6, and 2.5 g/L at CM10, and
remained at relatively high values for a duration of 2.5 hours at CM4 and CM10, and 3.0
hours at CM6. There was no obvious change in concentration at sensors CM7 and CM11.
In the case of wave forcing, the rise time at sensors CM4, CM6, and CM10 is almost the
same with the time for the no-wave case; however, the high concentration duration
increased 20% at CM10 and CM4, and 14% at CM6. Moreover, there were pronounced
differences in salinity measurements at sensors CM6 and CM7 between the two cases; the
maximum concentration at sensor CM6 increased 28% (1.75 g/L for the no-wave case;
2.25 g/L for the wave case). That of CM7 increased 1,200% (0.15 g/L for the no-wave
case; 2.0 g/L for the wave case). Compared to the no-wave case, the longer duration of
relatively high concentration for the wave case indicates that the wave forcing increased
the residence time of plume in the beach. Moreover, the different breakthrough curves at
sensors CM6 and CM7 indicate that the waves modified the pathways of the plume
migration in the beach.

2.4.3 Plume Motion
Figures 2.4a and 2.4b illustrate the plume movement for both wave and no-wave cases at
different time. In the case of no wave forcing, the tracer plume was discharged from the
beach surface near the water level line, which indicates that the solute migration is
dominated by the local groundwater hydraulic gradient. The plume also showed a long tail
in the unsaturated zone of the beach (above the groundwater table) after the tracer
injection. This condition is most likely due to the lower hydraulic conductivity in the
unsaturated zone of the beach (which is due to low soil moisture); migration of the solute
plume in the unsaturated zone is slower than in the saturated zone. In the case of wave
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forcing, during the first 50 minutes without wave implementation, the subsurface solute
plume migrated seaward along the beach surface (shown in Figure 2.4b at time t = 0.5 h).
When waves were acting on the beach, in the swash zone, the plume started to migrate
deeper and around the upper freshwater plume, formed by the freshwater infiltrating the
beach due to wave set-up and run-up; then, the plume discharged at the lower part of the
beach face (shown in Figure 2.4b at time t = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 h). This behavior further
confirmed that wave forcing modified the pathways of solute transport near the beach
surface. The simulation results also demonstrate that wave forcing increases the residence
time of the plume in the beach. After 5 hours of simulation, for the no-wave case, the
injection-induced high salinity plume had totally discharged from the beach surface to the
open water. For the wave case, the plume contour can still be observed in the beach (Figure
2.4b)
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Figure 2.4 Concentration (in g/L) contours at different time along with groundwater table
(dash line) for both the no-wave (a) and wave cases (b).
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Figure 2.5a shows the trajectory of the plume centroid as a function of time for the
wave and no-wave cases. In the first 50 minutes, the centroid of plume shows the same
trajectory for both cases because waves were not generated during the high salinity solute
application. However, the trajectory of the plume centroid shows a clear difference
between the wave and no-wave cases when wave forcing was acting on the beach. Under
wave forcing, the plume centroid migrated deeper and farther seaward before it discharged
from the beach. The average speed of the plume centroid was calculated based on its
trajectory length and travel time. The estimated values were 4.21 m/day and 3.17 m/day for
the no-wave case and 5.65 m/day and 5.07 m/day for the wave case, including and
excluding the first 50 minutes’ injection, respectively. The calculation indicates that in
addition to modifying the solute’s trajectory and residence time, wave forcing also
accelerated the movement of the solute in the beach. Figure 2.5b shows the variation of
normalized mass (current divided by that at 50 minutes) of the solute in the beach as a
function of time. For both cases, the normalized mass of the solute first increased due to the
continuous high salinity solution application onto the beach and then decreased because
the solute gradually discharged across the beach surface. After the injection, the mass of
the solute remaining in the beach subjected was lower for a short period for the wave case
in comparison to the no-wave case. This is due to the fact that the injection-generated high
salinity plume was initially diluted by the upper freshwater plume, formed by
wave-induced infiltration in the swash zone. The normalized solute mass was always
higher in the wave case after the short period of initial dilution. Also, after 4 h, 2% of the
solute remained in the beach in the no-wave case to be compared to 20% for the wave case.
This temporal mass variation of solute in the beach indicates that waves affect the process
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of subsurface solute discharge. Under wave forcing, the beach solute discharge will
continue for a longer time at a relatively smaller rate.

Figure 2.5 (a) Trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach for both the no-wave and
wave cases. The locations of the plume centroid at specific time are shown as symbols; (b)
Variation of normalized mass of the plume in the beach as a function of time. The mass of
the plume is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after injection.
2.4.4 Groundwater Recirculation Rates
Figures 2.6a and 2.6b show the distribution of inflow and outflow rates across the beach
face. These values were calculated by integrating the simulated fluxes over the
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experimental period of no solute application onto the beach. In the case where no wave
forcing was applied to the beach, the groundwater discharge is driven only by the global
seawater hydraulic gradient (water level landward of the beach is higher than that of the
sea). The discharge rate is largest at the interface of the beach surface and open water level,
and sharply decreases to zero along the seaward direction of the beach. Under wave
forcing, significant influx occurred in the upper region of the swash zone. This infiltration
mixed with groundwater and discharged by seawater-groundwater circulation at the lower
region of the swash zone (the base of the backwash zone). The groundwater discharge zone
broadens both landward and seaward, while the location with the largest discharge rate
shifts farther seaward. Meanwhile, larger groundwater exfiltration along with seawater
infiltration occurred in that zone, indicating that high-frequency wave forcing induces
groundwater-seawater circulation in the beach and subsequently increases beach flux
exchange between groundwater and seawater. The exfiltration rate increased 500% due to
wave forcing (2.55 m3day-1m-1 for the no-wave case to 15.32 m3day-1m-1 for the wave
case). The infiltration rate for the wave case was 13.18 m3day-1m-1. This large
wave-induced flux exchange between seawater and groundwater would play a crucial role
in nutrient biogeochemical cycles between subterranean estuary and coastal ocean, such as
non-conservative behavior of dissolved Fe concentrations (Rouxel et al., 2008), cation
exchange (Zghibi et al., 2012), pH and dissolved oxygen distribution (Robinson et al.,
2007) and BTEX biodegradation in subterranean estuaries (Robinson et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.6 Distributions of the inflow and outflow rates across the beach-sea interface for
no wave (a) and wave cases (b). The rate was calculated by integrating the simulated fluxes
over the experimental period of no solute application onto the beach.

2.4.5 Plume in Vadose Zone
The temporal change of the plume mass in the vadose zone of the beach is shown in Figure
2.7. Note that the mass was normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after
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injection. In the absence of wave forcing, the normalized mass in the vadose zone first
increased gradually to 0.04 until the end of injection (t = 0.83 h), and then it rose abruptly
reaching its peak of 0.13 within 10 minutes. The gradual increase of the solute mass in the
vadose zone along with the rise in the water table is due to the continuous injection of the
high salinity solution into the beach. After injection, the water table elevation rapidly
decreased to its initial condition (shown in Figure 2.2). This sudden decrease caused a
certain amount of solute to remain above the water table in the beach, which increased the
proportion of solute mass in the vadose zone. Therefore, the normalized mass curve shows
an abrupt rise within a short period after injection. Under wave forcing, the change of the
solute mass in the vadose zone reveals a similar trend but the proportion of solute mass in
the vadose zone is much smaller. The reasons for these differences are as follows: the
wave–induced freshwater infiltration in swash zone of the beach drove more solute
downwards to the saturated zone of the beach, and subsequently decreased the proportion
of the mass in the vadose zone. In addition, the infiltration in the swash zone due to waves
narrowed the vadose zone of the beach and subsequently reduced the solute mass in the
vadose zone. Therefore, the mass change of solute in the vadose zone of the beach suggests
that in addition to affecting solute transport in the saturated zone, wave forcing also affects
solute behavior in the unsaturated zone.
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Figure 2.7 Variation of normalized mass of solute in the vadose zone as a function of time.
The mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after
injection.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions
High-frequency waves are an important oceanic forcing affecting groundwater flow and
subsurface

solute

transport

in

coastal

aquifers.

Wave

forcing

induces

groundwater-seawater circulation in the swash, causing the solute plume to migrate deeper
and discharge farther seaward. This effect increases the trajectory length of subsurface
solute transport and the residence time of the plume. Wave forcing also accelerates the
speed of solute movement in the beach. Spatial distribution of the inflow and outflow rates
across the beach face indicate that wave forcing significantly increases beach flux
exchange between groundwater and seawater across the swash and surf zones of the beach.
The results also suggest that wave–induced seawater infiltration in the swash zone
increases the solute moving below the groundwater table and decreases the proportion of
the solute mass in the vadose zone. In field conditions, wave forcing occurs with other
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processes affecting near-shore groundwater systems, such as tides, buoyancy (due to
presence of freshwater in a marine environment), pumping and climatic stresses.
Therefore, further comprehensive studies are necessary to investigate the combined effects
of these conditions on near-shore groundwater systems.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL STUDY OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN SHALLOW
AQUIFERS SUBJECTED TO WAVES AND TIDES

3.1 General
A numerical study was conducted to investigate the fate of solute in coastal beaches in
response to high (waves) and low (tides) frequency oceanic forcing. A flow-averaged
approach was developed to generalize wave motions acting onto the beach for the sake of
the feasibility of numerical computation. A two-dimensional numerical model MARUN
was used to simulate variably saturated, variably density groundwater flow, and subsurface
solute transport in coastal aquifers. Seven scenarios were simulated to investigate wave
forcing, tide forcing, and combined wave and tide forcing affecting injected solute fates in
coastal groundwater systems. The plume’s trajectory, residence time, migration speed,
discharge zone, and discharge rate were quantified. The results suggested that wave
forcing caused the plume to migrate deeper and discharge in the proximity of the water
table’s exit point of the beach, while tide forcing caused the plume to migrate along the
beach face and discharge at low tide zone of the beach. The combined wave and tide
forcing seems to have all the characteristics of each separate oceanic forcing affecting
subsurface solute fates. Under the combined oceanic forcing condition, the plume was
pushed deeper as it transported to the low tide zone of the beach. This effect elongated the
trajectory length of solute transport and subsequently increased its residence time beneath
the beach.
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3.2 Numerical Experiment Implementations

3.2.1 Model Setup and Numerical Implementations
The model setup was based on laboratory beach experiments conducted in Boufadel et al.
(2007) (Figure 2.1). The beach was 6.3 m long, 1.15 m high and 0.6 m wide. The beach has
a slope of 10% between 0 m and 5 m distance, and a 50% slope between 5 m and 6.3 m
distance. To investigate wave effects on groundwater flow and solute fates, Boufadel et al.,
(2007) conducted tracer studies in the beach subjected to waves. The application segment
is 25 cm long between x=1.25 m and x = 1.5 m. A 100 L of NaCl solution at the
concentration of 2.76 g/L was applied into the beach within 50 min, and then different
oceanic forcing was acting onto the beach. The water table at landward of the beach was
fixed at 1.0 m and still water level in open water was 0.9 m. The background salinity in the
beach and open water is 0.15 g/L.
The numerical experiments conducted in this study followed the same laboratory
experiment implementations performed in Boufadel et al., (2007) but with more scenario
tests on oceanic forcing affecting groundwater flow and solute fates. Seven scenarios were
simulated, where the beach was subjected to wave forcing (Scenario 1, 2, and 3), tide
forcing (Scenario 4, 5, and 6), and combined wave and tide forcing (Scenario 7). The
oceanic properties of the scenarios were summarized in Table 3.1. The parameter values
used for the simulation, shown in Table 2.1, have been validated in previous modeling
study (Boufadel et al., 2011).
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Table 3.1 Properties of Oceanic Forcing (Waves and Tides) in the Numerical
Experiments
Scenario
H
Tw
Simulated Net
(cm)
(s)
in/exfiltration1
(m3day-1m-1)
1
4.0
1.11
-0.91
2
4.0
2
-1.91
3
8.0
1.11
-1.78
Scenario
A
Tt
(m)
(min)
4
0.4
37.5
5
0.3
37.5
6
0.4
75
Scenario
A
Tt
H
Tw
(m)
(min)
(cm)
(s)
7
0.4
37.5
4.0
1.11
1
The negative value denotes infiltration, while positive value denotes exfiltration.

The domain was a two-dimensional representation of the beach (6.3 m long × 1.15
m high). A mesh of 106 nodes in the horizontal and 58 nodes in the vertical directions was
employed in the domain, which gave a total of 6148 nodes, and 11970 triangular elements.
Mesh resolutions were 0.06 m horizontally and 0.02 m vertically. In the landward
boundary, as the water table was fixed and no solute leaves or enters the domain by
diffusion at the boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition and zero dispersion flux
Neumann boundary were applied for water flow and solute transport, respectively. In the
seaward boundary, the no-flow and zero dispersion flux boundary condition (  / n  0
and c / n  0 ) were used on the beach surface above the water level. Below the water
level, boundary conditions of the simulation of solute transport followed the rule of
“outflow boundary condition”. In other words, if water enters the domain, a Dirichlet
boundary was used which means that the concentration in the boundary is equal to that of
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the open water; if the solute leaves the domain, a Neumann boundary was assigned with
zero dispersion flux. The Dirichlet boundary condition can be expressed as:

 (x, z)  HTotal  z(1   csea ) ,

(3.1)

where HTotal is the total head of water. Modeling of this sea level oscillation is elaborated
in latter section.
In the tracer application segment (~25 cm), a flux (Neumann) boundary condition
was used whose value was obtained as follows. The flow rate covered the width (60 cm) of
the tank and 25 cm in the seaward direction. Because the model is two-dimensional (a
vertical slice), the flux per unit width of tank (~5.0×10-5 m2/s) was adopted, while the
injection concentration of 2.76 g/L was assigned to the boundary as a Dirichlet boundary
condition. Before and after the tracer application period, the no-flow and zero dispersion
flux Neumann boundary condition were applied.

3.2.2 Modeling of Sea Level Fluctuation
The tide-induced seawater fluctuation can be expressed as follows:

htide  A sin( t) ,

(3.2)

where A denotes the amplitude of tides;  denotes the frequency of the tides.
The wave-induced sea level fluctuation was simulated by using software FLUENT,
a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling tool. The hydrodynamic model defined
in FLUENT for the simulation is based on the Averaged Reynold Navier-Stokes equations,
k-epsilon turbulence closure, and the Volume-Of-Fluid method. In the simulation,
FLUENT required a very small time step (5×10-3 s) to simulate the sea level oscillation due
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to waves. To simulate the groundwater flow and subsurface solute transport under these
high-frequency sea level oscillations at the seaward boundary of the beach, a small time
step (1×10-2 s) was also required in MARUN model. Therefore, the simulations resulted in
an extremely high computational cost. For the sake of the feasibility of this high-frequency
sea level oscillation modeling, a new approach, flow-averaged, was introduced in this
study. Within this approach, several wave periods was first run in FLUENT to simulate
wave-induced temporal pressure oscillations along the beach face. Then, the pressure
oscillations were set as the seaward boundary condition in MARUN to simulate the net
infiltration rate along the swash zone of the beach during a wave period. The estimated net
flow rate was added to the swash zone of the beach as Neumann boundary condition in
MARUN model to represent the effect of waves on the groundwater flow and solute
transport; the time step used for the simulation can be increased to one wave period instead
of subdivision of the period, which is numerically feasible for simulating the combined
wave and tide forcing scenario. To validate this approach, both phase-resolved and
flow-averaged approaches were adopted to simulate the Scenario 1 for comparison. The
comparison results are shown in latter section.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Validation of Flow-averaged Approach
Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show the estimated wave run-up and run-down on the beach from
FLUENT simulation. Blue and red colors denote air and water phases, respectively. The
results show that the maximum run-up is ~5.5 cm above the SWL and the minimum
run-down is ~2.5 cm above the SWL. Therefore, the length of the swash zone along the
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beach is estimated to be 30 cm. The estimated wave run-up is consistent with the result
calculated from early practical formulas (Hughes, 2004), shown as follows.

R tan 

,
H
H
L0

(3.3)

where R is the maximum vertical run-up above SWL; H is wave height; L0 is wave length;
β is beach slope angle. The maximum run-up estimated from the eq. (3.3) is ~5.0 cm, which
is consistent with our simulation results.

Figure 3.1 Simulated wave run-up (a) and run-down (b) on the beach in FLUENT.

Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of exfiltration and infiltration rates across the
swash zone of the beach, which were averaged by several wave periods. The results
suggest that large seawater infiltration occurred at the upper part of the swash zone, while
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wave-induced groundwater exfiltration occurred at the lower part of the swash zone. The
results also indicate an extensive mixing between seawater and groundwater in the swash
zone of the beach. Wave-induced pressure gradients drove seawater to infiltrate to the
beach from the upper part of the swash zone. The seawater infiltration mixed with
groundwater and discharged into the ocean at farther seaward of the beach. The net flow
rate across the swash zone was estimated to be -1.38 m3day-1m-1.

Figure 3.2 Distribution of groundwater exfiltration and seawater infiltration rates along
the swash zone of the beach.

The flow-averaged approach adopted in this study was validated by comparing the
simulation results of solute transport to direct phase-resolved approach and phase-averaged
approach developed by Xin et al. (2010). Figure 3.3a shows the simulated trajectories of
the plume centroid by different approaches. Among these methods, because of complete
solving the phase in each extremely small time step, phase-resolved could reflect all the
characteristics of waves acting onto the beach and present more accurate results for the
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subsurface solute fates. While, similar results obtained from flow-averaged indicate the
feasibility of using flow-averaged to represent the effects of waves on groundwater flow
and solute transport in the beach. Compared to phase-resolved, both phase-averaged and
flow-averaged seem to underestimate the farthest seaward location that the plume could
reach beneath the beach. The plausible explanation for this underestimation is that
flow-averaged approach averaged in/exfiltration rate across the swash zone and therefore
diminished wave-induced pressure gradient along the swash and surf zone of the beach.
However, in terms of the infeasibility of direct phase resolving due to the extremely high
computation cost, the small difference of the results due to flow-average adoption would
be acceptable. Figure 3.3b shows the variation of normalized mass of the plume as a
function of time. The mass variations simulated by flow-averaged are similar to the results
obtained by phase-resolved, which confirms that flow-averaged captured most
characteristics of waves affecting solute transport beneath the beach surface.
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Figure 3.3 (a) Simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach by using different
approaches (phase-resolved, phase-average, and flow-averaged). The locations of the
plume centroid at specific time are shown as symbols; (b) Variation of normalized mass of
the plume as a function of time. The mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum
value which occurred 50 min after injection.

3.3.2 Effects of Waves on Subsurface Solute Transport
Figure 3.4 shows the temporal variation of solute concentration contours along with
groundwater table under the wave forcing, Scenario 1 (H = 4 cm, Tw = 1.11 s). Based on the
simulation results, after the injection the plume migrated along the beach surface and
discharged near the water table’s exit point of the beach. Due to waves acting onto the
beach, when the plume reached the swash zone, it started to migrate deeper and around an
upper plume, which is formed by wave-induced seawater-groundwater circulations. It
indicates that wave forcing affects the plume’s pathway beneath the beach as the plume
approaches the swash zone of the beach. This impact mainly depends on the extent of
upper plume formed by high frequency wave forcing. Larger upper plume extent push the
injected solute to migrate deeper and discharge further seaward.
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Figure 3.4 (a-d) Concentration (in g/L) contours at different time along with groundwater
table (solid lines) for Scenario 1 (H = 4 cm, Tw = 1.11 s).
Figure 3.5a shows the simulated trajectories of the plume centroid beneath the
beach under different wave conditions (Scenario 1 (H = 4 cm, Tw = 1.11 s), 2 (H = 4 cm, Tw
= 2 s), and 3 (H = 8 cm, Tw = 1.11 s)). Compared to Scenario 1, the wave period and height
were increased almost two times in Scenario 2 and 3, respectively. The results illustrate
that under a more intensive wave forcing (a larger wave height or a longer wave period),
the solute plume tended to migrate deeper into the beach and discharge farther seaward.
This behavior is probably due to that a larger wave height or a longer wave period
intensifies the groundwater-seawater circulation in the swash zone of the beach, and
subsequently forms a larger upper mixing plume, which may push the injected solute
further downwards as the solute approaches the swash zone. This impact also results in a
longer pathway for solute to discharge into the ocean. Figure 3.5b shows the variation of
the plume mass beneath the beach face. Note that the mass is normalized by its maximum
value which occurred 50 min after the injection. The discharge of the plume tended to be
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slower for the scenario under the condition of a larger wave height or a longer wave period.
The results indicate that different wave properties also affect the plume’s discharge rate
and residence time. A larger wave height and/or a longer wave period decreased the
plume’s discharge rate and subsequently increase its residence time beneath the beach.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach under different
wave conditions (Scenario 1 (H = 4 cm, Tw = 1.11 s), 2 (H = 4 cm, Tw = 2 s), and 3 (H = 8
cm, Tw = 1.11 s)); (b) Variation of normalized mass of the plume as a function of time. The
mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after
injection.
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3.3.3 Effects of Tides on Subsurface Solute Transport
Figure 3.6 shows the temporal variation of solute concentration contours along with
groundwater table under the tide forcing, Scenario 4 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min). After the
injection, the plume migrated along the beach face and discharged at the low tide zone of
the beach. The results illustrate that the behavior of tides and waves affecting solute fates
beneath the beach are apparently different. In Scenarios 1-3, under different wave forcing,
the injected plumes totally discharged into the ocean within 6 hours; while, under the tide
forcing (Scenario 4), the plume contour can still be observed at time t=10 h. Meanwhile,
due to tides, the plume’s discharge zone shifted further seaward (from water table’s exit
point to low tide mark). Therefore, compared to waves, tide forcing significantly elongated
the plume trajectory beneath the beach and subsequently increased the plume’s residence
time, decreased its discharge rate, and shifted its discharge zone farther seaward.

Figure 3.6 Concentration (in g/L) contours at different time along with groundwater table
(solid lines) for Scenario 4 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min).
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Figure 3.7a shows the simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach
under different conditions of tides (Scenario 4 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min), 5 (A = 0.3 cm, Tt
= 37.5 min), and 6 (A = 0.4 m, Tw = 75 min)). Under different tide amplitude conditions
(Scenario 4 and 5), the plume showed a different trajectory as it migrated beneath the
beach. The injected solute tended to migrate farther seaward under a larger tide amplitude
condition. The explanation for this behavior is that tides always drive the injected plume to
migrate along the beach face and discharge at low tide zone of the beach; while, the low
tide mark is lower when the beach is subjected to a larger amplitude tide. Therefore, under
a larger amplitude tide condition, the plume can be driven farther seaward. The results also
illustrate that, under different tide periods with the same amplitude (Scenario 4 and 6), the
centroid of the injected plume shows almost the same trajectory, which indicates that the
effect of tide period on solute transport is not significant compared to that of tide
amplitude. Figure 3.7b shows the variation of the plume mass beneath the beach face. Note
that the mass is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after the
injection. The discharge of the plume tended to be faster for Scenario 5 under a smaller tide
amplitude condition, while the discharge of the plume tended to be the same under two
different tide periods (Scenario 5 and 6). The results indicate that tide properties also affect
the plume’s discharge rate and associated residence time. Larger tide amplitude induces a
lower solute discharge rate and subsequently increases its residence time beneath the
beach; while tide period has less impact on solute fates than tide amplitude.
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Figure 3.7 (a) Simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach under different tide
conditions (Scenario 4 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min), 5 (A = 0.3, Tt = 37.5 min), and 6 (A = 0.4
m, Tt = 75 min)); (b) Variation of normalized mass of the plume as a function of time. The
mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50 min after
injection.
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3.3.4 Effects of Combined Waves and Tides on Subsurface Solute Transport
Groundwater table, the velocity field, and degree of water saturation at four different times
under the combined tide and wave forcing (Scenario 7) and the tide forcing (Scenario 4)
were shown in Figure 3.8. The groundwater table fluctuated mainly with tidal induced
sea-level oscillations. At high tide, large seawater infiltrated into the beach near the exit
point of groundwater table. While, at falling mid-tide, rising mid-tide, and low tide,
seawater infiltrated into the beach at landward of groundwater table’s exit point and the
infiltration mixed with groundwater discharged further seaward. These behaviors indicate
an extensive seawater-groundwater exchange along the intertidal zone of the beach.
Besides tide effects, waves affecting groundwater flow could be noticed by comparing the
results between Scenario 4 and 7. Compared to separate tide forcing, under the combined
forcing, water table’s exit point shifted farther landward in all four different tidal phases.
Meanwhile, the moisture content was also greater at the landward of the exit point, which is
due to the wave-induced seawater infiltration in swash zone of the beach. The fact that
wave-induced seawater infiltration enhances groundwater table in costal aquifers has been
reported in previous studies (Kang et al., 1994; Boufadel et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.8 Groundwater table, the velocity field, and degree of water saturation at four
different times under the combined forcing (a-d, Scenario 7 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min, H=4
cm, Tw=1.11 s)) and separate tide forcing (e-h, Scenario 4 (A = 0.4 m, Tt = 37.5 min)). The
solid lines represent the beach water table. The arrows represent the Darcy flux. The
contour denotes the degree of water saturation.

Figures 3.9a-3.9d shows the temporal variation of solute concentration contours
along with groundwater table under the combined forcing condition (Scenario 7). The
results illustrate that after the injection the plume migrated to seaward of the beach and
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discharged at the low tide zone of the beach. During the migration, the mass of the plume
tended to decrease, which could be detected by the shrink of the plume area during the
migration. The decrease is most likely due to the dilution by the surrounding low salinity
water and the discharge of the plume along the beach surface. The migration of the injected
plume is similar to the results under separated tide forcing. However, the effect of waves on
subsurface solute transport could still be noticed. Compared to separate tide forcing, due to
the addition of wave forcing, the plume’s tail and front were pushed further downward at
time t = 3 hr and t = 6 hr, respectively. At time t = 10 hr, the area of plume was larger when
combined oceanic forcing was acting onto the beach. These results indicate that
wave-induced seawater-groundwater circulation impacts the injected solute’s trajectory
and residence time in the beach.

Figure 3.9 (a-d) Concentration (in g/L) contours at different time along with groundwater
table (solid lines) under the combined tide and wave forcing.
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Figure 3.10a shows the simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach
under different oceanic forcing (Scenarios 1, 4, and 7). Compared to the separate wave
forcing (Scenario 1), the plume under tide-included oceanic forcing condition (Scenarios 4
and 7) seems to travel a longer pathway in the beach prior to discharge to the ocean. The
trajectory length of the plume is 1.47 m, 3.66, and 3.64 m for Scenarios 1, 4, and 7,
respectively. Therefore, tide forcing increased the plume’s trajectory length two times in
comparison to the scenario in absence of tides. Under tide forcing, the effect of additional
waves on plume’s trajectory length is negligible. However, waves, to some extent,
modified the pathway of plume; the plume migrated further downward for both the
Scenario 1 and 4. The average speed of the plume migration was calculated to be
0.21 m/h, 0.23 m/h, and 0.22 m/h for Scenarios 1, 4, and 7, respectively. Almost the same
migration speed for different oceanic forcing indicates that the plume’s trajectory and
residence time would be more critical for one to investigate different oceanic forcing
affecting the solute fates in coastal beaches.
Figure 3.10b shows the variation of the plume mass as a function of time for
different oceanic forcing. The mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum value
which occurred 50 min after the injection. The results indicate that different oceanic
forcing significantly impacts the residence time of the plume beneath the beach. Under the
separate wave forcing, the plume totally discharged to the ocean within 6 h; while, it
approximately took 12 h for the plume to discharge to the ocean under tide-included
oceanic forcing. Under tide forcing, additional waves decreased the discharge rate of solute
in the beach. For instance, after 9 h, 10% of the total solute mass remained in the beach
subjected to separate tide forcing, while 20% of the total solute remained when the
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combined forcing was acting onto the beach. The plausible explanation for this behavior is
that additional waves pushed the plume further downward, and the plume had to travel a
longer pathway for discharge into the ocean. This behavior subsequently decreased the
discharge rate of the plume.
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Figure 3.10 (a) Simulated trajectories of the plume centroid in the beach for different
oceanic forcing. The locations of the plume centroid at specific time are shown as symbols;
(b) Variation of normalized mass of the plume as a function of time for different oceanic
forcing. The mass of the plume is normalized by its maximum value which occurred 50
min after injection.
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3.4 Conclusion
Oceanic forcing is a critical factor affecting solute fate in coastal aquifers. A numerical
study was conducted to investigate the fate of solute in coastal beaches subjected to high
(waves) and low (tides) frequency oceanic forcing. A new approach, flow-averaged, was
developed to generalize wave motions acting onto the beach for the sake of the feasibility
of numerical computation. Simulation results suggested that different oceanic forcing
significantly impacts the injected plume’s trajectory, residence time, discharge zone and
discharge rate. Waves caused the plume to migrate with a deeper trajectory in the beach
and discharged at the groundwater table exit point of the beach; while, tides caused the
plume to travel a longer pathway and discharged at the low tide zone of the beach. In
contrast to wave forcing, tide forcing significantly increased the plume’s residence time
beneath the beach, which caused a lower discharge rate across the beach face. The
combined wave and tide forcing seemed to have all the characteristics of separate oceanic
forcing affecting subsurface solute fates in coastal aquifers. Under the combined forcing,
due to waves, the plume migrated deeper, and the shape of plume was modified by
seawater-groundwater circulations in the swash zone; due to tides, the trajectory length of
the plume significantly increased and the plume discharged farther seaward at the low tide
zone of the beach. Therefore, both tide and wave forcing need to be account for when one
wants to investigate subsurface solute transport in coastal beaches subjected to this
combined oceanic forcing.
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CHAPTER 4
A NUMERICAL MODEL FOR SIMULATING TRANSIENT
EVAPORATION FROM BARE SALINE SOIL

4.1 General
In coastal zones, intense evaporation of water could give rise to the pore water salinity at
the shallow layer of soil. This chapter is to investigate the effect of evaporation on
subsurface salinity distribution in coastal zones. The beach selected for the investigation is
located in Fort Pickens, Florida (30°19'N, 87°11'W). The study site is a bare sandy beach
with a shallow groundwater table, which is approximately 1 m deep. Two transects were
installed perpendicular to the shoreline within the supratidal zone of the beach. One
transect consisted of four galvanized steel piezometer wells to measure the water level,
while the other transect consisted of four stainless steel multiport sampling wells that were
used to collect water samples at various depths below the beach surface. The salinity of the
water samples was analyzed by Digital refractometer (300035, SPER SCIENTIFIC). In
order to simulate transient evaporation from bare saline soils, a bulk aerodynamic
formulation model was developed as a module added to the transport model MARUN,
which is a 2-D finite element model for variably saturated, variably density water flow and
solute transport in tidally influenced beaches. Numerous simulations were conducted to
predict the evaporation-induced salinization in the saline soil with shallow water table
under different soil properties.
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4.2 Experiments in a Beach of Gulf of Mexico
The beach is located in Fort Pickens National Monument, Florida (Figures 4.1a and 4.1b),
which is about 210 km north-northeast of the site of Deepwater Horizon oil spill in Gulf of
Mexico. The beach was contaminated by the oil spill. The oil was deposited beneath ~0.15
m of clean sand as the form of residual oil by wave action during storm events. The
oil-contaminated sediments layer was approximately 0.30 m deep. The studied beach was
impacted by dual tide and the maximum tidal range was around 1 m.

N

N

(a)

Figure 4.1 (a) Location of the studied beach on Fort Pickens, Florida (30°19'N, 87°11'W);
(b) Site picture. Four piezometer wells (PW) and four multiport wells (MP) are shown.
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Two transects were installed perpendicular to the shoreline within the region of the
supratidal zone of the beach (Figure 4.1b). The distance between two transects is 2 m. One
transect consisted of four stainless steel multiport sampling wells (MP) that were used to
collect water samples at several discrete depths below the beach surface, and the other
consisted of four galvanized steel piezometer wells (PW) that were used to measure the
groundwater level. Beach topography survey was done by using Electronic Total Station
(SET330R3, SOKKIA CO. LTD, Japan). Both transects were almost flat for the first 16.75
m, and then extended seaward with an average beach slope of 10%. The length of transects
were around 48 m (Figures 4.2a and 4.2b).
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Figure 4.2 (a) Cross-sectional view of the transect which consisted of four piezometer
wells; (b) Cross-sectional view of the transect which consisted of multiport wells.
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For installation of wells along the transects, a hand auger was first used to drill
holes and then the wells were set up in the holes. The range of eight installed wells depth
below the beach surface was between 1.2 m to 2.3 m. The piezometer wells were made of
1-1/2 inch  36 inch galvanized drive point (J48-12-HomeDepot). It was extended to the
surface using galvanized steel pipes and couplings. The drive points were perforated to
allow water passing through them. The detailed information of well locations and sensor
depths is reported in Table 4.1. A self-logging pressure transducer (Cera-Diver,
Schlumberger) was placed at the bottom of each piezometer well to record the water
pressure at every 10 minutes. A barometric (air) pressure sensor (BaroLogger, DL-500,
Schlumberger) was used at the site and reported the barometric pressure at the same time
and the same time interval. Water level was obtained by subtracting the barometric
pressure from the readings of the pressure transducers in each piezometer well. The
multiport sampling wells were made of stainless steel and contained ports at various levels.
The ports were placed for each sampling well and were labeled by A to D from bottom up.
The detailed information of well locations and port depths is listed in Table 4.1. Each port
was connected via a tubing that extended to the top of the pipe. A tygon tube was placed on
each of the tubing, which was connected to a luer lock three-way valve. To prevent
blockage by fine sediments to guarantee good hydraulic connection between the beach
pore water and the water inside the well, the multiport wells were wrapped with fine
stainless steel screen.
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Table 4.1 Elevations of Beach Surface, Sensors, and Ports at Different Locations
x (m)

PW1
PW2
PW3
PW4
Location

0.0
7.56
15.2
23.12
x (m)

MP1
MP2
MP3
MP4

3.48
7.32
11.16
15.20

Surface Elevation z
(m)
1.85
1.90
2.05
1.49
Surface Elevation z
(m)
1.85
1.90
1.93
2.04

Depth of Sensor (m)
1.47
2.27
2.22
1.49
Depth of Port A (m)

Depth of Port B (m)

Depth of Port C (m)

Depth of Port D (m)

1.58
1.43
1.46
1.22

1.12
1.13
1.16
1.07

0.89
0.83
0.86
0.77

0.66
0.53
0.71
0.47

Each pore water sample (approximately 100 ml) was collected by 60 ml Luer lock syringes and placed in 120 mL polyethylene bottles.
They were shipped to the laboratory at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA, for chemical analysis of the salinity. The salinity was
measured using digital refractometer (300035, SPER SCIENTIFIC) for each of the samples.
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Location

4.3 Bulk Aerodynamic Model
In order to quantify the complex water flux exchange between the soil surface and the
atmosphere, the classic bulk aerodynamic method was adopted, and the evaporation flux
can be expressed as follows (Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991):
Eg 

a
Ra

( q g  qa ) ,

(4.1)

where  a is the air density [ML-3], q a is the air specific humidity [-], and Ra is the
aerodynamic resistance [TL-1], which is expressed by Liu et al. (2006) as follows,

Ra  94.909U z

0.9036

,

(4.2)

where Uz is wind speed [LT-1] at the atmospheric reference level (~2 m above the soil
surface), and the surface specific humidity q g can be expressed as (Lee and Pielke, 1992),
qg  1qsat (Ts ) ,

(4.3)

where qsat (Ts ) is the saturated specific humidity [-] at the surface temperature, Ts [Θ],
defined as the solution of the surface energy balance, which can be expressed as follows
(Singh, 2002),

qsat (Ts ) 

0.622esat (Ts )
,
[ P0  0.376esat (Ts )]

(4.4)

where P0 is ground surface pressure [ML-1T-2], esat (Ts ) is the saturated vapor pressure
[ML-1T-2] at temperature Ts [ML-1T-2]. The function of esat (Ts ) can be expressed as
(Tetens, 1930),
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esat (Ts )  0.6108e

17.27Ts
Ts  237.3

,

(4.5)

The relative humidity of air at the land surface, 1 , has been parameterized as a function of
the surface water content, wg [-], expressed as (Barton, 1979; Lee and Pielke, 1992):

1  min(1,

1.8wg
wg  0.30

),

(4.6)

4.4 Numerical Implementations

4.4.1 Model Setup
The simulated domain is 2 m × 2 m shown in Figure 4.3. Two scenarios were tested to
investigate the effect of transient evaporation on groundwater flow and subsurface solute
distribution in the domain without water supply (Scenario 1) and with surrounding water
supply (Scenario 2). Simulations were also conducted to reveal the impacts of soil
properties, such as permeability and capillarity, on the interaction between soil surface
evaporation and the groundwater dynamics beneath the evaporation zone.

4.4.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The initial salinity was set at 25 g/L in the domain. The domain was assumed to be initially
fully saturated for both scenarios. Evaporation zone was implemented on the top boundary
of the domain between x = 0.5 m and x = 1.5 m. Neumann boundary condition, shown in
equation (4.1), was assigned to the zone to describe evaporation flux between the soil
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surface and the atmosphere, while Cauchy boundary condition was adopted to simulate salt
accumulation below the soil surface due to evaporation. Zero flow and zero mass transport
were adopted as boundary conditions were assigned at the rest of the segment on the top of
the domain (shown in Figure 4.3). The Cauchy boundary condition is expressed as:

(qc   SD c)  n  0 ,

(4.7)

where n is the vector normal to the boundary. For Scenario 1, zero-flow and zero-mass
transport were adopted as boundary conditions at the left and right sides of the domain. For
Scenario 2, a Dirichlet boundary condition (a constant shallow water table) was assigned to
these domain boundaries. It is given as:

 ( x, z)  Hb  z (1   cb ) ,

(4.8)

where H b is equal to 1.8 m (0.2 m below the soil surface), cb is equal to the initial salt
concentration in the domain (25 g/L), and  is fitting parameter for the density
concentration curve.
The total simulation time was 20 hours. In order to select optimal time step for each
simulation, numerical trials were conducted until further decrease of time step did not
improve the accuracy of the solutions. The time step was 1 seconds.
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of the simulated domain along with the boundary types used for two
scenarios. The evaporation zone (segment) is between x = 0.5 m and x = 1.5 m.

4.4.3 Model parameters
The summary of the parameter values used for the simulation is shown in Table 4.2. In
order to obtain reasonable model parameters, soil properties were obtained from a beach
located in Fort Pickens National Monument, Florida (30°19'N, 87°11'W). Sediment
samples were collected from four different locations with three different depths. Sieve
analyses were performed to determine the grain size distribution in sediment. The saturated
hydraulic conductivity was estimated based on the grain size analysis using the
Kozeny-Carman equation:
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Ko 

g
3
2
 8.3  10 3[
]d10 ,
v
(1   ) 2

(4.9)

where g is acceleration due to gravity [LT-2], v is kinematic viscosity of freshwater
[L2T], d10 represents the grain size at which 10% of the sample mass passed. The average
value of the hydraulic conductivity was 1.0 103 m/s. The grain size distribution and
hydraulic conductivity of all the sediment samples are reported in Table 4.3.

Table 4.2 Model Parameter Values Used in the Numerical Simulation
Symbol Definition
Units
α
Sand capillary fringe parameter of the van Genuchten
1m-1
[1980] model
n
Sand grain size distribution parameter of the van
Genuchten [1980] model
Ko
Saturated freshwater hydraulic conductivity
ms-1
αL
Longitudinal dispersivity
m
αT
Transverse dispersivity
m
ε
Fitting parameter of density concentration relationship
lg-1

Value
4.75
8.5
0.9×10-4
0.1
0.01
7.44×10
-4

S0
Sr
Φ
CONV
P
τDm
Ts
P0
UZ

1m
m

ρa

Specific storage
Residual soil saturation
Porosity
The convergence criterion of pressure head in the Picard
iterative scheme of MARUN code
Product of tortuosity and diffusion coefficient
Temperature
Atmospheric pressure at ground surface????
Wind speed at the atmospheric reference level (~2.0 m
above the soil surface)
Air density

qa

Air relative humidity

-
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-1

m2s-1
o
C
kPa
ms-1

10-5
0.07
0.41
10-5
10-9
20
101.325
1.0

kgm-3 1.1839
0.2

Table 4.3 Grain Size Distribution, Porosity, and Estimated Hydraulic Conductivity.
Percentage Passing (%)
PW1
55cm

PW1
85cm

PW1
140cm

PW1-2
55cm

PW1-2
85cm

PW1-2
140cm

PW2-3
55cm

PW2-3
85cm

PW2-3
140cm

PW3-4
55cm

PW3-4
85cm

PW3-4
140cm

Average

SD

100
99.33
90.39
56.89
13.70
2.70
1.98
0.67
0

100
99.71
91.81
60.15
13.09
0.81
0.52
0.12
0

99.81
98.16
91.06
61.47
13.73
0.92
0.18
0.09
0

100
99.07
93.61
63.28
15.38
1.43
0.81
0.25
0

100
100
99.25
80.06
20.84
0.30
0.15
0.15
0

100
99.82
97.70
71.29
14.13
0.18
0.09
0
0

99.90
98.91
91.91
56.98
12.00
0.67
0.41
0.10
0

99.80
99.80
96.06
74.21
18.44
1.28
0.99
0.30
0

100
100
96.90
69.64
12.97
0.28
0.28
0
0

100
100
95.34
71.20
13.98
0.09
0.09
0
0

100
100
97.27
78.44
28.55
0.23
0.15
0
0

96.08
95.76
94.96
83.77
33.17
0.72
0.08
0
0

99.63
99.21
94.49
68.95
17.50
0.80
0.48
0.14
0

1.07
1.17
2.78
8.78
6.50
0.70
0.53
0.19
0

0.41

0.42

0.41

0.4

0.43

0.41

0.395

0.38

0.413

0.39

0.45

0.43

0.412

0.018

0.001

0.0012

0.0011

0.00086

0.001

0.0011

0.001

0.00062

0.0012

0.00085

0.0011

0.00084

0.0009

0.0001

Note: The hydraulic conductivity (K) is estimated by the Kozeny-Carman equation. In the last column, the arithmetic average of the
Percentage Passing of the 12 samples is listed for different sieve openings. The average K is not the arithmetic average of K-values of the
12 samples, but is calculated also by the Kozeny-Carman equation using the data of the average percentage passing and average porosity
in the last column.
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Size of
sieve
opening
(mm)
2
0.841
0.595
0.42
0.297
0.177
0.149
0.074
Pan
Porosity
(m3/m3)
K (m/s)

Capillary retention experiments were conducted using collected sediment samples. A
weighted least square objective function was used to estimate the values of capillary
parameters as done in Boufadel et al. (1998b):
NK

( S a ,i  So,i ) 2

i 1

So,i

F 

2

,

(4.10)

where S a ,i is the analytical solution of the soil moisture ratio; S o ,i is observed data from
capillary retention experiment; N K is the number of observed data. The nonlinear
optimization model GRG2 was used to fit the van Genuchten model to the experiment data.
Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) Algorithm has been used in many environmental
science works (Unver and Mays, 1984; Boufadel et al., 1998a; Geng et al., 2013). The
capillary parameter values and their standard deviations are reported in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Descriptive Statistics for van Genuchten (1976) Water Retention Parameters
Descriptive Statistics for these parameters
Capillary
Parameters
s
CV
NS
x
α
4.75
0.49
0.10
12
n
8.49
0.69
0.08
12
Sr
0.02
0.0059
0.28
12
Here, x , mean; s, standard deviation; CV, coefficient of variation = the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean; and NS, sample size.

4.4.4 Mesh Selection
The importance of the spatial discretization on the accuracy of simulating a strongly
coupled groundwater-brine flow system has been proven in previous studies (Oldenburg
and Pruess, 1995; Boufadel et al., 1999b). Therefore, in this study, numerical trials were
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tested to explore a mesh resolution that would provide accurate solutions for the desired
application within a feasible computation cost. Three meshes were adopted to discretize
the domain: a coarse mesh (6561 nodes, Nx × Nz =81 × 81) grid resolution 2.5 cm, medium
mesh (10201 nodes, Nx × Nz = 101 × 101) grid resolution 2.0 cm, and fine mesh (17956
nodes, Nx × Nz = 134 × 134) grid resolution 1.5 cm. For the sake of brevity, only Scenario 1
simulation results are presented in here. Figure 4.4 shows the simulated subsurface salinity
contours at time t = 20 h using a coarse mesh (dashed lines), medium mesh (solid lines),
and fine mesh (dash-dot lines). The salinity distributions are almost the same for the
medium and fine meshes, suggesting that the medium mesh could provide accurate
solutions and a finer mesh does not improve the results greatly. Therefore, the medium
mesh was selected for latter simulations. To test the model accuracy, the total mass of salt
in the domain was calculated at each time step. The difference for both scenarios was less
than 4% during the simulation period, demonstrating the capability of model to conserve
the mass balance.

Figure 4.4 Simulated subsurface salinity contours at time t = 20 h using coarse mesh
(dashed lines; mesh resolution: 2.5 cm), medium mesh (solid lines; mesh resolution: 2.0
cm), and the fine mesh (dash-dot lines; mesh resolution: 1.5 cm) for Scenario 1.
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4.5 Results and Discussion

4.5.1 Salinity Distribution in the Field
Figure 4.5 shows the salinity distribution in the shallow layer of supretidal zone of the
beach along with measured soil moisture content by using moisture meter. The salinity in
this zone is much higher than that of seawater (35 mg/L). The reason is probably due to
high evaporation occurring in this beach. The higher moisture content near the surface
layer of the beach indicates that high evaporation rate extracts the water from the surface
soil, while the total salt contained in the water still stays in the residual pore water of the
beach, which induces the salinity higher than that of seawater.

Figure 4.5 The pore water salinity distribution in unsaturated zone of the beach.

Figure 4.6 shows the pore water salinity distribution in the saturated zone of the
beach. It shows a classic wedge shape of salinity distribution at the saturated part of the
beach. The lower salinity of landward and higher salinity of seaward shows a gradually
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decreasing density gradient along the seaward side in the transition zone of seawater
wedge. The measurements is consistent with previous studies (Boufadel, 2000; Narayan et
al., 2007; Li et al., 2008).

Figure 4.6 Spatial distribution of pore water salinity in saturated zone of the beach.

4.5.2 Simulation Results
4.5.2.1 Evaporation Rate.

Figure 4.7 shows the simulated evaporation rate at soil

surface as a function of time for the two scenarios. The evaporation rate for both scenarios
dramatically decreased at first (a few hours for Scenario 1 and a few minutes for Scenario
2). Then, the evaporation rate of Scenario 1 decreased gradually with time, while it
remained essentially constant in Scenario 2. Thus, the results indicate a different response
when the two groundwater systems were subjected to the evaporation. Without the
surrounding water supply (Scenario 1), the surface moisture at the evaporation zone
decreased, approaching that in the atmosphere; this behavior led to the decrease of the
evaporation rate at the soil surface. In Scenario 2, since the water table at the boundaries
was constant, rather than reaching equilibrium with the atmospheric condition, the surface
water content at the evaporation zone decreased until its associated evaporation flux
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dropped to an amount that surrounding water could supply; then, the evaporation rate
tended to be stable. It is also shown that with surrounding water supply the evaporation
could remain at a relatively high rate when comparing between two scenarios.

Figure 4.7 Evaporation rate at the soil surface for Scenario1 and Scenario2 as a function of
time. Note the constant rate for Scenario 2.

4.5.2.2 Moisture Distribution.

The simulated moisture distribution profiles for the

two scenarios are shown in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b. Note that the soil moisture ratio is the
horizontal average at each specific depth. In Scenario 1, the water content above the water
table decreased approaching the equilibrium with the atmospheric condition (20% of
saturated air specific humidity). In contrast, in Scenario 2, the surface moisture ratio
dropped to 0.56, and then the subsurface moisture profiles tended to be stable. These
results indicate the important role of surrounding water supply in determining the
subsurface moisture distribution profile during the evaporation process. In absence of
surrounding water supply (Scenario 1) the moisture distribution in the evaporation zone
would depend on atmospheric conditions. During the evaporation, the soil moisture
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decreased because water would be extracted from the soil surface. As the surface water
content decreased to the level of atmospheric condition, the humidity gradient at soil-air
surface tended to be zero and the amount of water evaporated from the soil would be
negligible. At this stage, the subsurface moisture distribution profile would be stable.
However, with the surrounding water supply (Scenario 2) to the evaporation zone, the soil
surface water content could remain an amount higher than the atmospheric condition. The
difference in water content between soil surface and atmosphere would induce a steady
evaporation rate at the soil surface (shown in Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.8 Moisture distribution profile below the surface (x=1 m) at different time for
Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b). The soil moisture ratio is the horizontal average at each
specific depth.

4.5.2.3 Salinity Distribution.

Figures 4.9a and 4.9b show the simulated

salinity contours, velocity field, and groundwater table for Scenario 1 at time t = 5 h and 20
h. As the water was evaporated from the soil surface, the salinity at the shallow layer of soil
increased, which formed a high salinity plume beneath the soil surface; meanwhile, due to
the evaporation, the groundwater table dropped until significant upward flow was not
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observed below the surface evaporation zone. At time t = 5 h, the high salinity plume
spread evenly from the surface to the surrounding soil. In contrast, as the groundwater table
tended to be stable at time t =20 h, the plume started to migrate downwards with a “finger”
shape. The plausible explanation for this behavior is as follows: In the first few hours, the
humidity gradient at soil-air interface drove pore water to evaporate from soil and
subsequently formed a high salinity plume below the soil surface. Due to the evaporation
from the soil surface, the groundwater flowed upwards, which was opposite to the direction
of the plume migration (mainly in downward direction). Therefore, during this period, the
plume migration to the surrounding soil was mostly as a result of molecular diffusion,
which made the plume spread evenly. As the groundwater table dropped to the level at
which the water content at soil surface nearly reached the equilibrium with atmosphere
condition, the hydraulic exchange between the groundwater-brine system and atmosphere
is negligible. Then, the spreading of the plume would be dominated by density-driven
groundwater flow, which could be detected by the flow pattern near the bottom corners of
the plume. Density difference at these edges induced groundwater flow circulation in their
surrounding zone. These results are consistent with previous studies (Oldenburg and
Pruess, 1995; Boufadel et al., 1999b; Frolkovič and De Schepper, 2000). They found that
solute density difference would develop a circulation flow pattern and form a “finger”
shape plume when dense brine was overlaid onto a groundwater system with fresh water.
In contrast to previous studies, such as the Elder problem, the “finger” shape in this study is
not quite distinct. The plausible reasons are as follows: (1) in the Elder problem, the density
of dense brine and groundwater are 310 g/L and 0 g/L, while the salinity at soil surface and
in groundwater are 70 g/L and 25 g/L. Therefore, less solute density difference would
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result in less remarkable “finger” shape. (2) In the Elder problem, the groundwater system
is fully saturated; in contrast, in this study, due to the evaporation, the “finger” shape plume
appeared in unsaturated zone of the domain. Variable saturated condition might also
impact the formation of the “finger” shape.

Figure 4.9 Simulated subsurface salinity contours, velocity field, and groundwater table
for Scenario 1 at time t = 5 and 20 h. The white dashed lines represent soil moisture. The
black dashed lines represent groundwater table. Vectors represent groundwater velocity.

Figures 4.10a and 4.10b show the simulated subsurface salinity contours, velocity
field, and groundwater table for Scenario 2 at time t = 5 h and 20 h. As the water was
evaporated from the soil surface, beneath the surface evaporation zone the groundwater
table line dropped and the salinity increased, which induced a high salinity plume formed
near the soil surface. As the presence of constant water table at the boundaries of the
domain, the water table formed a concave curve during the evaporation process. Almost
the same flow pattern and water table curve at two different times indicate that
evaporation-induced hydraulic exchange between groundwater system and atmosphere
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nearly reached a steady state. The concave shape of groundwater table generated a
hydraulic gradient, which would drive groundwater flow to the evaporation zone. Then, the
groundwater flowed upwards to the soil surface to provide the water for the evaporation
process. The pattern of groundwater flow and associated subsurface solute distribution
were different when comparing between Scenario 1 and 2. In Scenario 2, the constant
water table provided a steady water supply for the evaporation at soil-air interface.
Therefore, the groundwater flow pattern was always upward; however, in Scenario 1, in
absence of water supply to the evaporation zone, after the water content at soil surface
nearly reached equilibrium with atmospheric condition, evaporation-induced upward
groundwater flow pattern disappeared and local groundwater circulation was formed due
to salt precipitation. The comparison between the two scenarios indicates that salt
accumulation would be more intensive and extensive when the surrounding area could
provide groundwater recharge to the evaporation zone. After 20 hours, the averaged
salinity within the area 0.2 m below the evaporation zone was ~44 g/L for Scenario 1 and
~52 g/L for Scenario 2. Also, at time t = 20 h, the plume expanded further downwards in
Scenario 2. These behavior probably due to the fact that the presence of surrounding water
supply caused a larger evaporation rate at soil surface and higher moisture distribution
beneath the soil surface, which would extract more water from the soil and intensified the
molecular diffusion of the plume.
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Figure 4.10 Simulated subsurface salinity contours, velocity field, and groundwater table
for Scenario 2 at time t = 5 and 20 h. The white dashed lines represent soil moisture. The
black dashed lines represent groundwater table. Vectors represent groundwater velocity.

4.5.2.4 Permeability Effect. The simulations were conducted to test the effect of different
soil permeability on groundwater flow pattern and subsurface solute distribution for each
scenario. Three values of soil permeability (5×10-4 m/s, 1× 10-3 m/s, and 2×10-3 m/s) were
considered herein. Figures 4.11a and 4.11b shows the salinity distribution profiles at time t
= 20 h. The subsurface salinity distribution is different in both scenarios under the different
soil permeability conditions. The results indicate that, when the soil permeability was
higher, the upper salinity plume was less dense near the soil surface and expanded further
downward. In Scenario 2, the salinity distribution was always lower for the higher soil
permeability case. The plausible explanation is as follows: In Scenario 1, as the specific
humidity tended to be equilibrium with atmospheric condition, the downward movement
of salt was driven by density-dependent groundwater flow. Therefore, the salt would
propagate downward faster in the higher permeability soil. In Scenario 2, as the domain is
initially saturated by irrigation/submergence and the water table was set as a constant at the
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boundaries (0.2 m below the surface), the initial drainage of the groundwater system would
be the result of water discharge to the surrounding area and the evaporation from the soil
surface. When the permeability is higher in the soil, more water would be discharged to the
surrounding area. As the groundwater system drained the same amount of water, less
amount of water would be evaporated from the soil surface, which led to lower salinity
upper plume below the evaporation zone.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 Simulated salinity distribution below the soil surface with different soil
permeability for Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b). The salinity is the horizontal average at
each specific depth.
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In contrast, under different soil permeability conditions, the moisture distribution
has almost the same profile for both scenarios. The results are not shown in here for
brevity. The plausible explanation could be found from Equation (2.3). The analytical
expression (equation (2.3)) indicates that the soil moisture ratio is dependent of soil
capillarity (van Genuchten parameter α, n, and Sr) and pressure head. The values of
capillary parameters were fixed (α = 4.75, n = 8.5, and Sr = 0.07) for all the permeability
tests; meanwhile, after the soil evaporation zone tended to reach the equilibrium with
atmosphere, the variation of pressure head at each specific depth was related to water
density change. Figure 4.12 shows that the variation of moisture ratio as a function of water
density at three specific depths (soil surface, 0.05 m below the soil surface, and 0.1 m
below the soil surface). As the water density increases from 25 g/L to 60 g/L (the
maximum value for all the simulations at time t = 20h), the moisture ratio decreases 2%,
4%, and 10% at soil surface, 0.05 m below the surface, and 0.1 m below the surface,
respectively. It could explain the results that the moisture ratio profile had almost the same
distribution under different permeability conditions.

Figure 4.12 The variation of moisture ratio as a function of water density at three specific
depths (soil surface, 0.05 m and 0.1 m below the soil surface).
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4.5.2.5 Capillarity Effect.

In order to reveal the effect of soil capillary on subsurface

solute distribution, we considered the capillary drive (CD) (Morell-Seytoux et al., 1996),
given by:

1
147.8  8.1 p  0.092 p 2
(
),
 ( p  1)
55.6  7.4 p  p 2

1
H cM  ( )

(4.11)

where H cM is effective capillary drive, and the equivalent parameter, p, is expressed by

p  1 2 / m ,

(4.12)

and we considered three situations corresponding to the following values of α (2.38 m-1,
4.75 m-1, and 9.5 m-1), which give the value of capillarity drive equal to 42 cm, 21 cm, and
10 cm, respectively.
Figure 4.13a shows the soil moisture distribution profile at time t = 20 h for
Scenario 1. Under different condition of soil capillary fringe, the subsurface moisture
distribution is significantly different except for the soil moisture at the surface. As the
specific humidity at the soil-air interface reached equilibrium, the water content at soil
surface would be equal to that in atmosphere. The atmosphere condition was the same for
the three situations (specific humidity = 0.2). Therefore, a large CD (α value is smaller),
would result in a lower groundwater table. The same value of surface water content also
indicates that without surrounding water supply to the evaporation zone, the soil surface
water content was dependent of atmospheric condition. After the surface specific humidity
at soil-air interface reached equilibrium, the subsurface moisture distribution profile and
associated groundwater table were strongly related to soil capillary properties. It was
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proven that the inverse of α has a proportional relationship with the length of soil capillary
fringe. After the soil surface moisture reached equilibrium with atmospheric condition, the
drawdown of groundwater table would be more intensive in the soil with higher capillary
fringe. Therefore, the unsaturated zone would extend further downwards for the case of
smaller α. Similarly, it is shown in Figure 4.13b that the soil moisture distribution profile
was significant different under different capillarity soil conditions in Scenario 2. As the
water table at the boundaries was constant in Scenario 2, the surface water content would
be higher when the soil has a larger capillary fringe (smaller value of α), which is
consistent with the simulation results. The different water content at soil surface would
lead to a different humidity gradient at soil-air interface. The results also indicate that the
soil capillarity properties would impact the evaporation rate at soil surface and associated
subsurface upward groundwater flow when the evaporation zone has a sufficient
surrounding water supply.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.13 Simulated moisture distribution below the soil surface with different soil
capillarity for Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b). The soil moisture ratio is the horizontal
average at each specific depth.

Figures 4.14a and 4.14b shows salinity distribution profile for each scenario under
different soil capillarity conditions. The results indicate that in the soil with larger capillary
fringe, salt accumulation beneath the evaporation zone is more intensive and the salt
profile expanded further downwards for both scenarios. As shown in Figure 4.14a, in
Scenario 1, the drawdown of water table was more extensive in the soil with larger
capillary fringe. It indicates that evaporation would extract more water from the soil.
Subsequently, more salt would be accumulated beneath the evaporation zone. Similarly, in
Scenario 2, more water would be extracted from the soil surface due to a larger evaporation
flux when a higher capillarity fringe existed in the soil. Therefore, a larger and denser salt
plume would be formed beneath the evaporation zone in the soil with large capillary fringe.
The results show that in terms of management coastal aquifers, providing partial
coverage of the soil might not be sufficient to minimize the amount of salt forming on the
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soil surface. This is because the partial coverage creates zones that would play the
equivalent of Scenario 2. The spacing of these areas would depend on soil properties.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14 Simulated salinity distribution below the soil surface with different soil
capillarity for Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b). The salinity is the horizontal average at
each specific depth.
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4.6 Conclusion
It has been found that evaporation over bare soil plays an important role in groundwater
flow and subsurface transport processes. A numerical study was conducted in this study to
investigate groundwater flow and salt transport in bare saline soil subjected to transient
evaporation. The simulation results showed that:
(1) Evaporation induced an upward groundwater flow pattern, which led to
formation of an upper high saline plume beneath the evaporation zone. The plume
expanded further downwards during the evaporation process.
(2) The presence of surrounding water supply significantly affected the velocity
magnitude of the upward water flow and the density and extension of the plume.
The presence of the surrounding water supply could provide a steady water flow to
the evaporation zone and generated a steady evaporation rate at soil surface. As the
dominated water flow pattern is in upward direction, the downward migration of
plume is a result of molecular diffusion.
(3) In absence of the surrounding water supply, density-dependent flow would
dominate groundwater dynamics after the specific humidity at the soil-air interface
nearly reached equilibrium. The evaporation-induced density gradient generated
pore water circulations around the plume edge and caused salt to migrate
downwards with “finger” shapes.
(4) In absence of the surrounding water supply, the permeability of soil
demonstrated a significant impact on solute fates when the soil specific humidity at
surface reached equilibrium with atmospheric condition. In the case of higher
permeability of soil, the evaporation-induced upper saline plume would expand
further downward with less density. With surrounding water supply, higher
permeability would allow water to discharge to surrounding area faster after the
initial irrigation/submergence of the evaporation zone. It would cause less water
evaporated from the soil surface and subsequently decrease the density and
extension of the upper saline plume.
(5) The effects of soil capillarity on groundwater flow and solute transport were
significant for both scenarios. Under the same atmospheric condition, larger
capillary fringe would allow evaporation to extract more water from the soil. It
would generate a larger and denser saline plume beneath the evaporation zone.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The focus of this work was on the analyses of two important physical factors, oceanic
waves and evaporation, on the groundwater flow and subsurface solute fate in coastal
aquifers. The investigation was carried out through two separate studies: The first study
consisted of simulating the behavior of groundwater flow and solute fate in coastal beaches
subjected to waves. The simulation was validated against the observations in laboratory
experiments conducted in Boufadel et al. (2007). As combined wave and tide forcing are
more common oceanic forcing acting onto near-shore aquifer systems, a flow averaged
approach was developed to quantify the combined forcing affecting coastal groundwater
systems. The results suggested that wave forcing significantly impact the injected plume’s
trajectory, residence time, discharge zone and discharge rate. Separate wave forcing caused
the plume to have a deeper trajectory in the beach and discharged at the groundwater
table’s exit point of the beach, while separate tide forcing caused the plume to migrate a
longer pathway and discharged at the low tide zone of the beach. The combined wave and
tide forcing seemed to have all the characteristics of separate oceanic forcing affecting
subsurface solute fate in coastal aquifers. Under the combined forcing, due to waves, the
plume migrated deeper, and the shape of plume was modified by seawater-groundwater
circulations in the swash zone; due to tides, the trajectory length of the plume significantly
increased and the plume discharged farther seaward at the low tide zone of the beach.
The second study performed a combined field and numerical study to quantify the
effects of evaporation on groundwater flow and subsurface solute fates. The field
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measurements demonstrated that evaporation generated a high salinity distribution at
shallow layer of the beach. Numerical experiments suggested that evaporation induced an
upward groundwater pattern, which led to formation of an upper high saline plume beneath
the evaporation zone. As water was evaporated from the surface soil, the plume expanded
further downwards. It is also found that the presence of surrounding water supply
significantly affected the velocity magnitude of the upward water flow and the plume
density and extension. Meanwhile, the surrounding water supply could provide a steady
water flow to the evaporation zone and induce a steady evaporation rate at soil surface. As
the dominated water flow pattern is in upward direction, the downward migration of plume
is a result of molecular diffusion. In absence of surrounding water supply, it was expected
that: (1) density-dependent flow would dominate groundwater dynamics after the specific
humidity at the soil-air interface nearly reached equilibrium; (2) The evaporation-induced
density gradient generated pore water circulations around the plume edge and caused salt
to migrate downwards with “finger” shapes. It was found that soil permeability
significantly impacted groundwater dynamics in the evaporation zone. In absence of the
surrounding water supply, high permeability soil would allow evaporation-induced upper
saline plume to expand further downward with less density. With surrounding water
supply, high permeability would allow water to discharge to surrounding area faster after
the initial irrigation/submergence of the evaporation zone. It would cause less water
evaporated from the soil surface and subsequently decrease the density and diminished the
extension of the upper saline plume. The effects of soil capillarity on groundwater flow and
solute transport are significant for both scenarios. Under the same atmospheric condition,
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evaporation would extract more water from the soil which has a larger capillary fringe. It
subsequently generated a larger and denser salt plume beneath the evaporation zone.
Extending this work would obviously depend on the sought application.
Nevertheless, from the vantage point we envisage the following steps:
1) Develop further improvements to deal with the effect of waves on beaches,
including beaches with high hydraulic conductivity, which are cases that prevent
running the hydrodynamic model and the subsurface flow model separately.
2) Account for the heterogeneity in coastal aquifers using a geostatistical
framework. Existing approaches consider heterogeneity to occur at the large scale
(i.e., layers). However, consider spatial variation in the hydraulic conductivity in
some coastal aquifers could occur within centimeters.
3) Combine the MARUN model with a model that accounts for biotransformation.
Such a combined model could apply to the degradation of dissolved organic
carbon, and the uptake and subsequent release of nutrients by microorganisms in
the pore water.
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